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MAN BUIIÿSÿ MAN DESTROYS

NARRATOR- VO

A series of programs about this planet and

what man is doing to it o

AOTIVITÿ' AÿOARD WHALING
SHIP

WHALE SWÿ WITH
HARPOON STUCK IN IT

Bangÿ  Now the animal is done°  Nevermore to peep

againÿ creep againÿ leap againÿ  Eat or sleep or

drink again°  For wherever man has traveled upon

the face of this earthÿ there too have all manner

of beasts been in peril of their liveso

SUPER TITLE:
"THE VANISHING BREED"

Once there were over four milliono  Now only

a couple hundred thousand remain°

,ÿHALE SWIMS

WHALE ROLLS ON
ITS  BACK  AND  'DIESÿ

Before they go% too scarce in the last centuryÿ

they hunted bowhead and right from longboatsÿ

Laterÿ ÿth better technologyÿ whalers could

raise their sights to the greatest of them allÿ

the blue ÿ weigh'Lug as much as 26 elephants°

At the same timeÿ the humpback and the grey

were decimated tooo  Now the only whales

unprotected against the hunt are the spermÿ

finÿ seiÿ and minkeÿ  They too are goingo



Wÿ  CARCASSÿ  BESIDE
BOAT

SCOTT McVAY VOg

In Augustÿ 1970ÿ we were at a whaling station

in Japans and from a catcher boat that was

tied up there we observed one whale who was

going to be flensed in the next hour that had

it's eye open°  That eye remained open as the

whale passed from life to deathÿ and the last

nage of the assailant might have remained

faintly on the retinaÿ but the shutter never

closedÿ  The open eye gazes back at usÿ and we

wonder what we have doneÿ

NHJÿLE I-ÿULED ABOARD SHIP

SCOTT McVAY
ON CAMERA

N.cVAY.ÿ

The whale has becomes if you willÿ a symbol
of neglect of earth°  It is the largest
life form that we know°  Upwards to leO
species of whalesÿ perhaps 55 of themÿ are
porpoises and dolphinsÿ andÿtÿ.ll.very
recently the only- persons that have been
specifically interested in whales have been
the whalerss themselvesÿ

The two principal whaling nations today are
Japan and the Soviet Unionÿ  These t.ÿ countries
take 85% Of the world whale catchs and the worldÿ
wide whale catch today is soÿwhat over 40ÿO00

WHALE FLENSING NARRATOR VOÿ

• 40ÿOOO whales a yearÿ  That's more than four whales

each hour of each dhyÿ

Our shame is thatweÿsacri£iee the whale needlesslyÿ

There isnothing he gives us that we can't do for

ourselves through chemistry- or get from more

plentiful animalsÿ  The irony is that while there



are substitutes for whale productsÿ there are

none for the whaleÿ itself°

Since whaling comes under no single nation's

jurisdictionÿ it hasn't been an easy matter to

regulateÿ

PROCESSING WHALES
ABOARD SHIP

McVAY VO:

The only mechanism that exists today for dealing

with the problem of management of tbe whale

fishery is the International Whaling Commissionÿ

The basic problem is that it has for many years

been essentially a meeting of interested

representative@ of the industryÿ and only in

the last few years has there been a strong

conservation influenceÿ  As a consequenceÿ the

International Ir, Pnaling Colmmission has been less

than effective°  The general consensus as

especially expressed at the United Nations Conference

on the iÿIman Envirorÿ.ent in Juneÿ 1972ÿ was in favor

of a general 1-year moratorium on whaling°

The Japanese and Russians permit whaling to go

onÿ  The Japanese continue because of an investment

they have in factory ships; because itls easier

to continue ÿhat they have been doing; because

it still yields a profit°  But the Japanese are

sensitive to world opinionÿ and thereVs a strong

sentiment in that country that they cease whalingo



he Soÿeÿs are ÿntinuing in the Antarctic ÿud

In.the North Paciÿoÿ  TneyWve invested in two

enormous factory ships.  They're 750 feet in

lengthÿ ÿ15 tÿnes the length of a sperm ÿhaleÿ

Wellÿ they"restillÿ if you ÿllÿ amortizing

this investment°

SCOTT McVAY
ON CAMEÿ

McVAYÿ
vÿ

And the Soviets are also not unnÿmdful of
theÿigatheÿng storm of ÿorld opinion and
have ÿdicated a number of measures that
they may take to curtail their effortsÿ but
it's a slow pÿcessÿ

, /

SCAMMON ÿS  LAGOON
I

NARRATOR VOÿ   'ÿ

If progress, is slowÿ it does eÿstÿ  Canada has

joined the United States in a whaling banÿ with

the UoSo going even fuÿher by prohibiting all

importation of v,ÿale productsÿ

Baja Californiaÿs Scaÿonÿs lagoonÿ the site of

a 19th centuryÿgrey ÿhale massacreÿ has been

established bythe Mexican goveÿent as a

permanentsan6tuaÿ

A gentle creature, themhale regards man with

mild curiosity° Scientistsÿ returning the curiosityÿ

are only beginning to produce answersÿ some of

hieh suggest an intelligence close to manYsÿ

Time is needed not only to conserve their numbersÿ

but to find out moÿ about how they affect the
\

ocean's ecologyÿ
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.--WÿS  IN:OPÿ  ,SF2ÿ
If.$hisÿ ,the ?oaÿgÿst of all liÿng creatuxÿsÿ is

,. not, to .jeÿi the over 300 animal species alÿady

,.. gone .fromÿthe. :face, of the earthÿ we must hope  ..........

• that its s0ngsÿ so rarely heard by hmnau, earaÿ  ..........

.. ÿ somehow, tea.oh our-ÿonscienceÿ

•  t  "

• DISSOLVE TO
'"BABY ELEPÿT "Prom the. ÿd;'fÿm.ÿriÿF-:e°me other caÿ %.0

.OUr. aÿ&rene88.ÿ

.}/WRIC/ÿ:hNIFtCL%-.- •

..- flÿhrough;.-eonsiof timÿ.ÿ the-aÿ...and the lend

:haÿ ÿ}3oÿ as. oneÿ .in a compÿ .b, al,9ÿce o...

" Mds't "the .geeÿiug variety,. _tke eÿsele as strugÿ.

.- .fer sÿpeÿority ,and--fer a..ÿte goes.• on, .

" ' :in<the .euÿess ,cycle of birth ÿd de&thÿ life-

,  ..OF  IRTH

sÿetimes ,,consists ..of only a.. few, shÿ.t moments..

!   ., , .    , ,

HYENÿ  FIGHT  OVER  KILL.t     " .  ,

. .., • ..,

NASAl  DRIVING  THEIR
CATTLE

B BY  TTE PT TO-WAL 
gZNNAS CLOÿ IN

' : '" _.'in ÿtie. ggsÿdÿ.,af .mlghtÿ

eboes  ÿst, mmp-ÿnsate, for its

vuiueraBil&ty tbpredaters by being able to

....  ÿ' in theÿ firÿ minutes, ofÿ ..ÿfe,,
...'  """ 'But the ,-hyena toe must liveÿ aÿd hunting in a

'["i-peek is the most efficient way te insure against

.........  starvatioBÿ  Outnumberedÿ. the.mother ÿ¢lldebeesb'

is pÿwerlese to step what may seem- to us a tÿedy¢'

..:..:  But this is not cruelty ÿ .we ..ÿew i%.....I.t ,is

simply nature ÿs ÿy of keepÿg anÿnalsin proper

ratie to one anether and .to_the land,,,. It was sÿ, '-

" lÿg before man-ÿs appearagee en. earthÿ-an appeazanÿ

.....  ÿhieh eventually was to. disrupta harmony ÿlions

....  ofyears .in theÿ-_ugÿ         -.       -  ......



FÿSAI DRIVING
CATTLE

MASAI  TENDING  CATTLE

PAN  FROM' WILDLIFE  TO
NEARBY  GRAZING  CATTE

BURNING GPÿSSIAND

MASAI  CATTLE  ON  MOVE
OVER ARID IAND

GERENUK AND GIRAFFE

BURNED GRASSES AND
TREES

One-of the earliest threats to that harmony came

as the Nasal moved dotÿ into East Africa from the

northÿ driving their cattle before them in search

of ,greener pastures€  Cattle are foreign to Africaws

ecologÿ but they form the center of Masai lifeÿ

as a measure of eadÿ man's wealthÿ  Understandablyÿ

for all the heÿds in evideneeÿ beef is eaten only

on ceremonial occasions o

Wildlife is heavily affected by the Masai obsessim

with cattleÿ as it loses out in the competition

for the grasses on vhich both feed°

What the cattle don't eat is burned offÿ to hÿsten

the growth of a new crop of forageÿ

Eventually the Maÿai and their cattle will move

on to new grazingÿ leaving behind an etÿoded  lande

The fires ÿhave also left their legacy in' stunted

bushÿ  The trees will not soon return o o ÿ and neither

will the gerenuk nor the giraffe°

CITY

If Masai cattle were an early threat to wildlifeÿ

the coming of European settlers represent2 d the

potential lethal blowo

Their ÿntÿnbers swelling since the last eenturyÿ

theyTve' had a habit of spreading outÿ and of

staying putÿ  In Africaÿ as everywhere else todayÿ

such a loss of natural habitat is the single

greatest threat to ÿldlifeÿ



CÿTAH  WITH  BUIÿINGS  IN
BACÿUND

AnÿIs take veÿ low pÿority when it 6omcB

tO building industÿ and roads.

ELEP}ÿNT IN BUSH

PHANT AND RÿNO

Afri6a's increasing food demands have brought

about a direct clash'between faÿers and wild
. "       , ', L

animals they regard as crop-eating petsÿ

LARGE FARM

LESLÿ BROWN
ON CAMERA

Drÿ Leslie Brownÿ Kenya's former Chief Agronomist°
. .'f

vo:

People are tÿing to look for more land to live inooÿ

'BRCWN:

oÿoAnd partly as a re gnlt of .the fact that
we've had a succession of good raiÿall yearsÿ
they're invading what' ÿere formerly seÿrid
areas in which you couldn't really cultivate
properly beforeÿ  By getting ,crops in these
areasÿ in some cases in areas where we know
there is no permanent water, they're eaqtinuiug
to invade these areas quite fast ooo

GIRAFFE

ZEBRA

BABOONS

BROWNVO:     ':

o oÿArÿ as a resultÿ removing habitat that used to

be full of wildlife°  When land is farmedÿ what

this"iriVolVes is direct, destruction of tlÿ vegetationÿ

Nobbdy deÿelops on what you might call sound prinÿples

,or on a'br(ad front°  " '

Odd people go and cut out a shamba in the bushÿ

this actually sterilizes for wildlife probably

50 tÿesthe area thatZÿactually cultivatedÿ

and

Because the sewideiy Scattered farms with little

paths running between them ÿ large wild ani:ÿis

generally can't survive in these areasÿ  They're

constantly disturbed and they constantly move away



TOUR[ ST SHOTS

TOUR[ ST  GAME  LODGES

TOURISTS  OBSERVING
ANIMAÿ

from these areas if they canÿ  A good many small

wild anÿIs still ÿnage to survive°  Animals

like baboons frequently then thriveÿ ÿ but most of

the bigger things go away under these oiroDmstanoeÿ

NARRATOR VOÿ

9ÿere de ÿnimals go when they are driven from the

bush?  Mostly to national parkseÿ land tracts

set aside by African governments for preseÿjationÿ

and not inoidentallyÿfor tourismÿ

Some argue that parks don't offer enough ÿ-ÿng

space for the annals and that during drought they

suffer greatly by not being able to migrate to

better areasÿ

It therels no disputing that parks prodÿoe a lot

of goveÿnt revenue brought in by tourists from

all over the worldÿ who come justÿto relsxand lookÿ

HILARY NG'ÿENO
ON CAMERA

NG,ÿ,ÿNO:

Tourism is a very fickle kind of industryÿ
Tourists come and goÿ  Today they come to Kenyaÿ
tomorrow theytll go to Spain or France or Italy°
And most important I think itYs the fact that
a lot of tourist movement depend on a feeling
by the tourist that the country is politically
stable

VARIOUS  SHOTS  OF ANIMALS
IN  NATIONAL PARESWITH
TOURISTS  TAKING  PICTURES

The only thing,ÿhich is going to save wildlifeÿ

llm afraid is economic developmentÿ  It's strange

to say that this is going to be the only solutionÿ

since if you look ÿt the highly economic developed

eountriesÿ all the ÿildlife has been wiped outÿ

Nevertheless, there has to be monetary inducement
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.                                                         °a/  ..".-,.ÿ.i %o thÿ'pepulatÿon of Afrlc n cÿtries to preseÿe

• :, ÿ'ÿ  ÿIdlifeÿ and ÿI have a feeÿg that ÿ ss we

indnstrialize .ÿch faster than we're doing at the

momentÿ we will not be able to absorb the rising
,L .,*            '/ L'  , '

populations of our eountS1esÿ  So long as they
• •   [ ,                     . ,

remain on the landÿ the pressure on land aÿbÿe

will force them wiÿy niÿy to ,put pressures on
• .               ?

the existing national parks or gÿ reserves ÿ
'L     .

SPOTTED  CAT  STALKÿG ' NARÿJÿT(R, VOÿ

b there are already pressures on ÿhe parksÿ

pressures brought by poachers ÿho illegaÿy hunt

CAT KILL

game for profitÿ  Spotted hides like this can mean

thousands to a poacher who sells them forÿdies!
PT

coats°  Licensed hunting of spotted cats has mÿ tly

been banned because many of these predatorsÿ so

POACHED  CARCASSES

necessary toÿ.nature's balanceÿ have come close to

extinction°

The poacher has other favorite targe%ÿo  Zebra hideÿ

rhino hornÿ elephant tusk°  Sometimes a wildebeest

is slaughtered because his tail makes a novel-

VULTURES fly swatterÿ  The rest is left to the vultures°

MAIMED  ZEBRA  AND  ELEPHANT

SMALL ANIMAL IN TRAP

Stillÿ the qnick death is thelucky deahho  For

the ,maimed which surÿ/ive the poacher's effortÿ

the end is painfully slow in comingo

Poacher traps aren't at all selectiveo  They catch

even coÿerciallywortl less animals in a grip of

ATTEMPÿSTO FREE ANIMAL terribYÿ pain ÿhich increases with each effort to

escapeÿ  Though park wardens are constantly at war



with poacherÿ,ÿ relatively few are caught and rare

fs the poacher's victim found in time to ensure

its survivalo ÿ

RHINOS

AERIALS (F RHINO
AND GAZELLE ON THE RUN

AFRICAN  Cÿ[[LDREN  BEGINNING
TOUR (F A GAFÿ PARK

Survival of animals everywhere is very much the

point of an international group of preservationists

called the World Wildlife Fundÿtmder the leadership

of its international presidentÿ His Royal Highnessÿ

Prince Bernhard of The Netherlandse Sometimes

referred to as the United Nations of Conseÿwationÿ

the organization is involved with soÿe 550 projects

in 60 countrieÿo

TOURÿ ST AND ANIMALS

PRINCE BERNHARD  VOÿ

It is an absolute duty that we have towaÿs the

generations that come after us to maintain what is

still left of wild animals so that the people won't

live in an a, sphalt jungle sooner or laterÿ  In most

developing c0untrles what we always say to the

variouÿ governments is ÿ o o

PRINCE BERNHARD
ON CAMERA

oothat it is part of their national heritage
of which they should be proud and that whatever
their religion is that the world ÿaÿ made this
way and they shouldntt destroy itÿ  And that
we have all sinned all over the world not
thiÿ<ing over the last centurieÿ in ihis respectÿ
But now we're beginning t% in fact have taken
a lot of protective measures in all European
countries and we want to save you from making
the same mistakesÿ  Because we're sorÿ having
made these mistakes now and trying to repair
at the very last minuteÿ whereas in your ÿo'(ntrÿ
you can stop them from being madeooÿ



lARGE GAZELLE

PRINCE BERN HAÿ
ON CAMERA

°°°The unselved problems today are of such

" magnitude still that it is a tremendous aÿnount of

work to really find out the right priorities of what

should be undertaken first and what has a little

more times  But the cÿ af the matter is the

more of the public you get really feeling that

it is their problem just as much as anybody else is

then we'll do something about itoo°

co,We even go so far that weÿ my children
o when they see somebody wearing a coat like

that sayÿ  "Dontt you thirflÿ it ÿould look
betteron the animal than on you?"

TAXIDERMIST  FACTORY NARRATOR VO:

fling wildlife is not always wrong or harmfulÿ

So long as it is carefully controlledÿ hunting

unendangered species with ÿ gun represents no

more than Manÿs ancient participation in the

balance of natureÿ

The business of licensed bigÿgame hunting safaris

provides important income for many African econormiesÿ

And the decision to huntÿ pretty much remains a

combination of personal choice and a well-padded

pocketbook to support the expense°

TRUCK ON DIRT ROAD Sport hunting now accounts for only a 3% attrition

of plains game°  Proceeds from licens,es go mostly

to government treasuries°

But Africaÿs people need more personal incomeÿ

and a different kind of hunting might provide it o
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FAONANGETS  OUT  OF

Harvesting is a. teÿ for selectively shooting

animals to thin out a herdÿ  The United Nations

Food and Agricultural Organizationÿ as part of its

actiÿitiesj is investigating this profit potential°

It's estimated from IO to 20% of a herd coÿlld be

IÿXED ANaL HERD harvested yearlyÿ without damageÿ by taking animals

otherwiseÿlost through natural causesÿ  That off

take could mean a cash crop in ÿdes or fertilizer
4',

..,that would go directly to Africans oÿing the ]and

onwhich the gÿne feed°

FAO PFÿ)PLE TALKING
WITH MASAI

Unlesswiidlife pays its way for the people ÿvÿg

closest to itÿ there's increasing danger they may

exteÿminate it as a nuisance to their livestock

in the competition for food and water°

CATTLE AND ELAND

DAVID HOPCRAFT
ON CAÿIEPA

There's a fairly recent notion that cattle have
I

no business near wildlife anywayÿ at least not

on the semiarid lands to whÿh some wildlife

has adapted through evolution°

This idea is called game ranchingÿ and Daÿd

Hopcraft is one of the few in Kenya whoÿs had

any experience with ito

HOPCÿ\FTÿ

I think that up to now therets been very
little research to indicate what the potential
of game ranching isÿ  Alsoÿ the people themÿ
selvesÿ being used to a different form of
productivity from the landÿ which involves
domestic stockÿ they have not just come into
the idea of possibly using what nature
originally provided°  NatuFe provided the



landÿ the animalsÿ the grass to live in a
balanc% and man has upset the balance by
mo.ÿng the wild ÿnals out and introducing
cattleoÿo

HOPCRAFT  °ÿDRÿNG  WITH
ANIMALS

CATTLE AND ELAND
ON  HOPCRAFT  RANCH

CATTLE IN PEN

DAVID HOPCRAFT
ON CAMERA

¢ÿWe have so far completely missed the boat as

far as land use is concernedÿ  Uing the original

animals that. nature producesÿ you can produce

more meat aÿdmorÿ hides per acre,  What Iÿm

talking about is not domesticationÿ it is

.utilizationÿ  It is a perimeter fence aÿuud aÿ

farmÿ elÿnatlon.of the small preditors ÿe Zhe

.jackals and hyenas which,basically play havoc

with.the yoÿngÿ and the proper management of the

animals ÿthÿ that areaÿ  I found in my research

that even one speciesÿ and this was the small

Thompson's Gazelle.ÿ were producing more carcass

meat per acre 'than the cattle on the adjoining

piece,of land ÿhich is on the eÿerÿaentÿl area¢ÿ¢

oÿIf the disappearance of the game was the
price we had.to pay for increased productiÿlty
from the landÿ it may be a price worth payingÿ

t in factit's not°  The disappearance of
the game spells the destruction of ouÿ
environmentÿ,and this is the primary resouÿeo

NARRATORVO=

Game ranching faces sorÿ pretty tough obstacles°

For one thingÿ there's long been resistance to

having wildllfefor Sunday dinnerÿ.because it's

often tough or gamey and takea pretty careful

preparationÿÿ



DISSOLVE TO
RHINO IN ZOO

Another problem is that for centuries fairs

eye.here have stuck with traditional livestockÿ

cattleÿ pigsÿ ÿand sheepÿ not just because they're

what we like to eatÿ but because they've also

been easy and profitable to raiseÿ

Even if further research makes game ranching

practicalÿ old habitÿ may be hard to change°

PEOPLE OBSERVING
ANIMALS

LION IN CAGE

DISSOLVE TO
AERI&L OF BARREN
AFRICAN LAND

In his relations with animalsÿ man has learned a

few things about hÿnselfÿ  Most people seem %o

have a scale of convenience by which they love

their animals°  "Bambi"  of courseÿ is at the

topÿ but hyenas are way down at the bottomÿ

If instinctively we understand it ÿs unwise to

destroy something which took millions of years

to evolveÿ we have not quite known what to do

about preserving it eitherÿ

The suetess of wildlife preservation heavily

depends on hÿna:n requirements°  Obviously a

world with just a few species we happen to like

or need would be a barren place°  Yet i$,'s man

who crowds animals out°  In m_ shrinking ÿorldÿ.

We need more landÿ and as king of the animals

we shall take ito

RA HERD IN FLIGHT Difficult as. it may be to face for those of us

who care, the hard truth is that you cannot share

your acre with an elephant, or yotuÿ goats or cattle

with a liono

SUPER END TITLES


